Reduced glucose metabolism in neocortical network nodes remote from hypothalamic hamartomas reflects cognitive impairment.
The clinical appearance of patients with hypothalamic hamartomas is very heterogeneous, and interindividual variability of intellectual abilities is not completely understood. We retrospectively investigated cerebral dysfunction as indicated by reduced regional glucose metabolism in 29 patients (age range 7-49 years) with epilepsy due to hypothalamic hamartomas. Brain metabolism assessed by [18 F]FDG-PET was compared between patients with and without cognitive impairment controlled for unevenly distributed hamartoma lateralization seen on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Due to the broad age range, the variable "age" was included in the imaging analyses as a covariate. Additional voxel-wise analysis with hamartoma volume, disease duration, seizure severity, seizure frequency, and antiepileptic drug (AED) load as well as dosage and gender as further covariates was accomplished. Furthermore, global visual ratings on laterality of hypometabolism patterns were assessed according to clinical standards and related to hamartoma lateralization on MRI as well as lateralization of electroencephalography (EEG) abnormalities. Cognitively impaired patients showed significantly reduced glucose metabolism in bilateral frontal as well as right parietal and posterior midline cortices (p < 0.005), irrespective of hamartoma lateralization seen on MRI. Additional voxel-wise analysis with the above-mentioned further covariates revealed comparable results. FDG uptake values within the main right frontal cluster obtained from group comparison were not associated with hamartoma volume, disease duration, or AED load. Irrespective of cognitive functioning, lateralization of reduced FDG uptake in global visual ratings was associated with lateralization of hypothalamic hamartomas seen on MRI (p < 0.01), but not with EEG abnormalities. We found regions of reduced glucose metabolism in cognitively impaired patients remote from the hypothalamic hamartomas in frontal and parietal regions, which have been identified as important network nodes in the human brain and are linked to higher cognitive functions.